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Stories

Baseball club brings a bit of home to Venezuelan refugee and migrant kids in Peru



A baseball training club in Lima gives young Venezuelans a second chance at their dreams of one day going professional.
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Stories

Drought brings life-threatening food shortages for refugees in Ethiopia



Five failed rainy seasons, rising prices, and a funding shortfall are pushing refugees in the Horn of Africa to the brink.
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Women-run businesses in Afghanistan dealt a blow by deepening restrictions



The future of a centre, which transformed women's ability to support themselves and their families, remains uncertain.

view story
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Ukraine's refugees find long-term support in Europe's host countries 


News and StoriesStories30 Mar 2023

                    

          










Recurring floods in Sudan displace refugees and their host communities
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Türkiye-Syria Earthquake Emergency





			 


			Devastating earthquakes have affected families in Türkiye and Syria—your urgent response is needed to save lives. 


			Two powerful earthquakes have struck in south-eastern Türkiye and northern Syria. Thousands of people are confirmed dead, with numbers expected to rise. Syrians displaced inside their own country were already living in flimsy shelters and partially destroyed buildings—which are now completely gone. In Türkiye, the impact also includes thousands of refugees, and the communities that have been generously hosting them for nearly 12 years.  


			Families are in urgent need of relief items and shelter - UNHCR is on the ground delivering urgent assistance. 


			Help now

			






			US$25


			can provide a warm winter coat, gloves and boots to keep an earthquake victim in Türkiye warm 


			

			US$ 300


			will help us provide emergency relief items to a family affected by the earthquake in Syria


			

			US$ 550


			could provide a tent to a family in Syria whose shelter has been destroyed by the earthquake
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Information for refugees, asylum-seekers and stateless persons 



Visit our Help site to find information about asylum procedures, your rights and duties and many more topics.




                

          








                  

UNHCR's Global Appeal for 2023



The Global Appeal is UNHCR's annual publication describing its plans for the coming year and the outlook for forcibly displaced and stateless people in 2023.




                

          








                  

UNHCR's Global Trends report 



Find out more about UNHCR's annual Global Trends report, which presents key statistical trends and the latest numbers of refugees, asylum seekers, internally displaced and stateless persons worldwide.




                

          








                  

From mothers, for mothers



This collection celebrates the strength, love and resilience of mothers, who work tirelessly to care for their families. Browse the MADE51 shop for the full selection of beautiful hand-made pieces made by refugee women.




                

          








                  

Sign up to receive UNHCR updates



Explore UNHCR activities and campaigns around the globe with this biweekly newsletter. Receive the latest news on emergencies, be the first to hear about campaigns and follow the work of our Goodwill Ambassadors.
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